
119th Knowledge Seekers Workshop June 23 2016  

(How to see Universal Community, build MaGrav copper tubes for the vision, new way 

to make pure Gans with Carbon stick, Hwo to make Food Gans, Explains how life began 

on this planet,  ) 

 

(:10).   (:15). A 20 minute tape of U Council what it means.  (:22). Plays an earlier 

recording to U Council members, you'll walk the streets and nobody will know but they 

will feel your service. UN has become a killing permission, it will not be there nor the 

building. We are teaching man how to absorb directly without killing other beings and 

converting their energy. This is not a title, but who can serve better then me. We will 

communicate by E through the soul. For Council members, when you are standing before 

the sun you see no shadows, the soul of the member will be one with sun. (:36). On 

Tuesday we talked about entering the U Community. (:38). The Pens and Health Units 

show that the fields exist. The Gans gives its energy through the fields into the water, LP. 

(:41). Now it has the power of the Totality has been released to the fields, if you put the 

fields in front of the original matter it should be able to open the atomic structure, ?? 

comes back to feed itself, now you can make whatever you like from the fields. We take 

nothing with us to the Space. We create everything at the point of demand. (:44). We 

have just seen the transportation of matter from one place to another, we'll confirm. 

Keshe allowed some fake stuff to come in because they are trying to discredit the T. 

(:46). How do you know the UC exists if you can't see them? Man has been blind because 

he only looks at matter state. (:49). We put Patches on both sides of body and by field 

transfers the cancer went. By looking through the Gans, the Pl, you'll see the other 

creatures. When you put 2 babies next to each other they don't speak but communicate 

with each other, this will be the same with the UC. If your intention and understanding is 

same as him you'll hear. (:52). Make MaGrav out of hollow Cu tubes, they have to be 

double tubes that fields of one effects the other of both M and G then you create a 

condition of Pl. Now instead of 90 degrees, put the coils next to each other, you get solid, 

you'll see different creatures of the U. You make Gans of different strengths. With this 

device you'll see what kind of creatures are on this planet exactly as they are. What kind 

of life and what the planet can support.   (:56). The soul you receive the knowledge from 

might not be from this planet. The souls can communicate in your dreams. (:59). If man 

doesn't open to the UC he has made his doomsday. Make a few of these coils around your 

head. (1:02). We give you the first time to make communication with UC. By showing 

you the way to make communication with UC I have given you your doomsday. The hell 

is to stay on this planet and kill each other like rabbits. When you stand in front of the UC 

he sees all your shadows. The level of intelligence at this time reaches to the prophets of 

the past. I teach you how to crack open the shell of this atmosphere to UC without even 

leaving. Every one of you are the Messiah.  (1:10). He discusses what happened with 

Allen Sterling and how he complained to Live Stream and now he has been arrested. Rick 

shows articles. He raped, sodomy of his own daughters sentenced for life in prison. The 

researchers of KF gave the info to FBI. Keshe worked with Kerry Cassidy. (1:18). One of 

the big Judges in America committed suicide because he was connected to Alan Sterling. 

(1:21). False Hope and Susan are connected to Red Circle. These are a group of child 

trafficking and murder. (1:24). Another man who writes patents poisons the scientists to 

get liver cancer. They pretend to be students and we keep the info. (1:34). (1:37) A 3 



kilowatt Pl generator is now available, production time 3 months. Video of new 

development with MaGrav to a generator, it has become a total power supply without 

connection from the Grid, tested with 8 kilowatts. (1:41).  (1:47). Arizona Manufacturing 

will soon get American certification. (1:55). Armand says the lady with Lung cancer in 

10 days it has reduced from 10 to 8. (1:59). Dr. Rodrigo speaks of his patient. After 10 

days tumors reduced using health Unit and helmet, after a month they are all gone. 

Treated dog with cancer 10 days tumors reduced, blood test showed Fe, made a patch and 

gone completely. The cancer markers in blood were reduced, and liver went normal.  

(2:04). As a medical student he felt they deceived him, he never saw these kind of results 

in normal medicine. The Pl gives us the power to heal ourselves but we have to do it. 

(2:11). Explain how you helped the dog depleting the cancer. The blood test revealed 

what kind metal was in the seed of the cancer, then he made a Gans of it. It's a 2 part 

process first reducing the energy of the cancer and then you find the metal in the seed and 

eliminate it. (2:13). The heavy metal holds the MG field of the Cancer, it pulls a lot of 

energy. He grounded iron and made a caustic of it and Gans and made a patch. The Fe in 

cancer is a Gans, it receives a lot of energy, by putting the 2 patches of Fe on either side 

which are of weaker strength they draw the energy from the cancer. ... The seed of brain 

cancer is usually Ca, and it usually flakes on the skull outside on the hair, that is actually 

the transmutation of the Ca from inside to the outside where she put the Pen. (2:16).   

(2:21). Using Gans of CO2 and CuO2 for disinfecting hospitals and post operations 

infections, keeping the instruments in CUO2 Gans water, wiping the incision with Water 

afterward, etc. Iranians are making tests. (2:25). Gans water can disinfect toilets in 

homes. Can use CO2 to disinfect house, foot infection, corn on foot, for baldness. (2:29). 

Fukoshima. I have filed murder charges in Italian court against Red Circle. (2:33). For 

mouth cancer use CO2. Please do not use CuO2 for the time being until we have more 

research. It has to be diluted by a low ratio. (2:36). Test reports from Austria, chain 

smoker 14 years, and breathing cup, saliva went from acidity to alkaline, maintained 

alkalinity for 4 hours. (2:41). Renan shows Gans 3 water drops in cup of water, turns 

saliva becomes alkaline. ... a 1 year PhD in Pl T in Ghana. (2:52). Renan is making comic 

teaching for children the Pl T. Plasma Man Superheroes for children. (2:57). From now 

on you have to present your presentation 2 weeks before, and checked by security. (3:00). 

It's a presentation about Gans making to try to clarify the many different processes. ..? 

Carbon stick instead of Cu. (3:07). New Gans production method.     (3:14). K: you can't 

use pencil it has clay. (3:16). The bedroom has become a research lab. (3:19). Keshe 

describes making diamond. As the C comes off the plate before it oxidizes you blow it up 

into a diamond. ... 

(3:25). Rick reads "Liquid Plasma Kitchen".   (3:34). Detailed process of making food 

Gans. (3:38). Keshe, life on this planet was created this way, vegetation digested and 

created the first Gans's. The process went further to horizontal people. You showed us 

how the Gans was made with HCL and NaOH. Ginger Gans. (3:44). Jackie shows what 

he has done. A Gans Jam Shop. (3:46). He does eat for 4 months. He experimented with 

putting 2 small Cu wires, 1 N coated in box and Gans starts to grow, the current he used 

was 12 volts about 2 minutes each about 12 times. It's a brown turquoise, mix. Then he 

put acid in to the Gans. (3:48). It all converted to a green liquid. Then I was remembering 

what you said about creating life from Fe, Mg, etc. Then I added Mg, Iron, a Zn plate. 

and it starts to produce brown clumps, no electricity connected, it has a HEARTBEAT, 



the brown matter is like a tree matter and it continues to grow, no electricity and it's 

bubbling and producing incredible energy. (3:50). The Zn plate is releasing so much 

energy, no caustic in solution, it acid, Mg, Sugar Gans, the salt left over from the Gans 

production, Liquid Pl of Fe, little bit of Gans of bone marrow and protein. (3:52). There 

are jar of different Gans under and around the bucket. You have simulated the womb of 

the Mother, this is how life started. If you allow this to carry on you'll end up with 2 

things, (I have asked Jackie to make another bucket with Fe for Hemoglobin), we start 

seeing the structure of life, which is how life started on this planet. When the acidity 

balanced off with the salt which was released with it, with the Lightening strike, which 

happens on most of the planets where life will start. Jackie used 1 or 2 volts intermittent, 

that's how it is (enough) to start life. Half of the cause is the release of energy so it can 

start, like a match to the fire. You have Mg and every other elements to create a vertical 

entity, the other one with Fe you start horizontal. (3:54). The brown matter created 

becomes the trunk of tree, in man the brown became the skin of man in Africa. This is 

how life started, gases becoming in touch with the metals in the acidic environment of the 

planet, then being there for awhile, then change of conditions bringing of the salt, then 

stroke of lightening, then conversion of energy from acidic to alkaline creates the first 

process of current flow, then the C in the Pl of a Gans creates the connection and that's 

how everything gets linked up, and life started on this planet, if we hadn't had the acid 

first but only the salt, we would have had a different combination on this planet. In most 

cases in U it's the lightening that starts the life, it will grow its own brain, legs, ?? 

according to the salinity of the water. With the right conditions you will create an 

intelligent living being. Now that you have the bucket and control you speed it up. In 

time it will have lungs, fins, heart, brain and everything else, because once you start this 

process up you are in the room you give it the info about how to make the being. (3:57). 

The scientists have tried to replicate this but they haven't understood, the acid, and 

Alkaline and the transfer across, if you put the right elements in, the creation of Gans, 

you have created life. In deep space you can make your own steak, why I asked Jackie to 

put the Gans's underneath the bucket, like the womb you still need to receive some of the 

energy of the planet plus what you add to it. You can create any animal you like 

depending on salinity, the ?? process of elements, ... the Ca gives the base structure, the 

radiation of the fields of the Pl is to support life, whatever is needed we give more, if you 

change the Gans's under the bucket you'll get a different animal, because now you are 

releasing different kinds of energy into the S. (3:59). Is there a God or has Man become 

the freak accident of the mixture of the chemistry of this planet. Keshe thinks there is no 

God, there is the release of the original fields that has lead to the creation of being 

different conditions anywhere across the U, because we received part of the field of 

originality. If we call the Original Field the Creator, yes there is a God, he created the 

first field. The release of the origin of the fields of the Pl, God, but was the intention to 

make Man or is he the byproduct of the interaction of the fields ??. All of you understand 

the interaction of the ratio of the salt, acidity, gives you what kind of life you like. Why 

man can't breath in the water, but if you change a slight factor in the salinity in his body, 

he swim anywhere (? breath underwater), it the (salt) ratio that has made the difference. 

(4:01). After 15th July this teaching will stop. The Mozhan, program will close soon. You 

can purchase the new Power Generators. (4:15). MaGrav power Generator, 1,800 Euros.   

 


